
Shavuos 
Crossword 
Puzzle
ACROSS:
1. This megillah is read 
in shul on the second day 
of Shavuos.
2. The first fruits that 
ripened that were brought 
to the Bais Hamikdosh as 
an offering
3. We count down to 
Shavuos from the day 
this special korban is 
brought; that's why 
the counting is called
“S'firas Ha'_________ ”
(the counting of the___ ).
4. Shavuos is one of the
three_____ , yomim tovim
when Jews would go to Yerushalayim.
5. On the first night of Shavuos, it is customary for men not to________ , but to learn
Torah instead.
6. The man who married Rus and became the great-grandfather of Dovid Hamelech
7. Mountain where the Torah was given

DOWN:
8. It is customary to eat_____foods (like cheese, milk).
9. Shloshes yemei_____ , the three days of preparation for receiving the Torah
10. We decorate the house with these.
11. A long poem read in shul (on the first day)about our boundless love for Hashem
12. The mother-in-law of Rus
13. The initials of someone who was born and who passed away on Shavuos

Sudoku Challenge with a Twist
Put 8 markers on 
the board so that 
none share the

same ROW, 
COLUMN or 
DIAGONAL.

Two have been 
done for you. If you 

need more help, 
look at the hint 

below the board.
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Show the 
Shadow
Even though it's summer vacation, 
Sruly and Yitzy have set aside time 
to learn Torah every day. Can you 
figure out which is their shadow?

Number Fun with the Number "One"!
Multiply to see a surprise answer!

111,111,111 X 111,111,111 = ?

Submitted by Mrs. C.D. Urbach, Brooklyn, New York
We welcome your cute sayings! (We'll turn them into cartoons!) Mail to: Olomeinu, 1090 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, New York 11230 or fax to: 718-259-1795.


